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INTERNATION~ BANK ~OR RECONSTRUCTION AND DE1/EIDPMENT 

.INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT·ASSOCIATIOH 

A SURVEY OF '!HE WJRLD BANK 1 S MACRO MODELS 

January 6, 1972 

The primary purpose of this paper is to stimulate 
discussion on the natur~ and role ot econometric models 
in the Bank's work. ~ -believe that the econometric 
model-~uilding has come at crossroads, where we· need to 
evaluate our past . experience rather carefully and define 
directions lor the future. We think that this task ot 
redefinition of the directions ot econometric ,model
building is possible only if econometricians and 
economie decision-makers can be involved in a dialogue 
about .the process of problem identification and contri
bution of econometric analysis to the tackling of these · 
problems. In this paper, we try to identify certain 
critical problems that may be of interest for the Bank 1a 
work .on econometric ·model-building and we also raise 
aom~ · methodological issues relevant for econometric 
research: in the Bank's environment. We shall be very 
grateful to have the benefit of comments and discussions. 

Prepared by: RamgoPal4£rwala ) 
. Comparative l yiil and 

· Projections Division 
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A SURVEY OF '!HE WRLD BANK 1 S MACRO MOD~ 

Introduction 

1. The future is largely unknown and perhaps largely unknowable. 

Yet the decisions that have to be taken in the present can be taken only in 

the light of the expected future. '!he art of useful forecasting lies in 

. trying to uncover .that part of the f'uture the lmowledge of which is of 

maximum use for decision-making in the present. It is necessary to gear 

the model-building and forecasting exercises to the problema and the 

situation at hand and try to maximize the utility of the . research for the 

decision-maker while paying due attention to the budget and, e.ven more 

important, the time constraint for research. The test of a good model is 

provided not just by. some statistical criterion (relating to mean squared 

error or Theil's inequality coefficient) but by the economic criterion of 

the marginal product or model in terms of better decisioBB by the user of 

the model.!/ 

2. It is in the light of the above philosophical position that we 

would like to review the model-building exercises undertake.n by the World 

Bank (henceforth, to be referred to as "the Bank"). Since the Bank ia an 

operational institution, the scientific approach should be to set about 

designing tools and systems which can meet the Bank's operational needs to 

1( I am indebted to Mr. N. G. Carter for initiating this survey and for 
giving many useful comments and suggestions. He has also kindly 
allowed me to draw very freely on various internal documents written 
by him. I have also benefited immensely from discussions with many of 
my other colleagues in the Bank. 

!( For a more detailed discussion of thia iaeue, aee Agarwala (2). 
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the beat possible extent. Our objective here is to study the process of 

development in model-building exercises in the Bank so as to draw lessons . 

!or the model-builders in the profession as well as to suggest thoughts 

for improvements in model-building exercises within the Bank. 

3. The arrangement of the paper is as follows. In section I, we 

make a very brief review of the development in professional thinking on 

the subject of macro econometric model-building. In section II, we make 

an analysis of the process by which the Bank's involvement in the model

building exercises has been increasing over time. In section III, we 

analyse the nature of tbe Bank's macro models at prese·nt. Lastly, in 

section IV, we make a few brief comments !or evaluating the present practice 

and suggest some thoughts !or the future research in this field in the Bank. 

I. Evolution of -the Professional Thinking on Econometric Model~Building 

4. The interest in econometric model-building is relatively new in 

the profession. ·MOat or the classical economics was concerned with the 

discussion or economic laws and economic policies where precise quantitative 

future forecasts ·were not essential. There were, of course, some attempts 

at statistical analysis to separate the different components, such as trend, 

cycle, seasonal and random, !rom time series data, but these were primarily 

statisticians' concern. The first serious attempt at macro econometric 

model-building was undertaken by J. Tiribergen (27). The reception accorded 

to this study was mixed. In particular, J. M. Keynes wrote a scathing 

critique (17) of _the approach. However, the criticisms and doubts were set 

aside in the enthusiasm tor building models of national economies, which 

ironically enough Keynesian economics made ~ feasible. This, combined 

• 
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with the availability of data and high speed computers, gave a great fillip · 

to model-building industry in the postwar period. 

5. A pioneering work was done by L. R. nein (18) by using the 

simultaneous equation estimation techniques in hie model of the u.s. 
economy. This was ·tollowed by the Klein-Goldberger model (19) and 

Goldberger's (12) analysis of the impact multipliers and dynamic properties 

of this model. Some doubts were raised by C. Christ's demonstration (8) in 

early fifties that econometric models generally perform no better than naive 

models but Christ's arguments did not have much impact on the profession. 

Econometric model-building activity increased very rapidly and by the end 

of the sixties there have been more than a hundred econometric models 

constructed of different economies in the world.1f 

6. With ·the experience of model-building accumulating rather rapidly 

in recent years, some of the old doubts raised by .Keynes and c. Christ are 

raising their heads again. The papers presented at the National Bureau 

Conference at Harvard in November, 1969 (15) demonstrated the limited 

success achieved by econometric models in predicting turning points in the 

postwar period in the u.s. Also R. Cooper (9) demonstrated that auto-

regressive modele generally pertorm as well as the econometric models tor 

purposes of short-term forecasting. 

1. Equally sobering were the results from simulations of Brookings 

Model (11) and their review by Gordon (13). As Gordon argued, many of the 

surprising results .Cor discoveries) of the model were due to wrong apeci-

fication at some vital point o~ other in the model and not genuine increases 

1( A short annotated list covering some 140 models is given in Appendix V 
of Agarwala and Proulx (3). 
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in scientific- knowledge. Moreover, from 'the operational point o.f view, the 

idea of making model a photographic reproduction of reality ("descriptive 

realism" in H. G. Johnson's terminology)' has led to a process where the 

models are becoming bigge~ and ~igger and these are often more difficult to 

understand without always being more useful. This has set in a mood for soul-

searching among econometricians. In particular, Leoritief (21) has raised 

some serious and fundamental questions about our whole methodology. On 

econometric techniques he says: 

"In no other field of empirical inquiry has so massive 
and sophisticated a statistical machinery been used with 
such indifferent results. Nevertheless, theorists continue 
to turn out model after model and mathematical statisticians 
to devise complicated procedures one after another. Most of 
these are relegated to the stockpile without any practical 
application or after only a perfunctory demons_tration 
exercise." 

He diagnoses the problem as follows: 

11In constraet to most physical sciences, we study a 
system that is not only exceedingly complex, but is also 
in a state or constant flux. I have in mi~d not the 
obvious change in the variables, such as outputs, prices 
or levels of unemployment, that our equations are supposed 
to explain, but the basic structural relationships described 
by the form and the parameters of these eq~ations." -

8. . However, while the early hopes ot forecasting and "fine tuning" 

with the help or econometric models have not been realized, the models have 

been found to be useful in a number o.f ancillary ways. In the first place, 

the models have provided an excellent means o.f organizing the relevant data 

and the discussion of problema in a systematic .framework. This has been 

found to be of great help tor communication and discussion among different 

economists and between economists ·and policy-makers. For example, in the 

u.s. the model-building exercises have involved the businessmen, government 
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officials and academics in the process of national forecaa~ing and policy 

analysis in a way that was absent before. These exercises have highlighted 

the need for particular kinds of data and helped the decision-makers to be 

more articulate about their priorities and constraints·. It bas also been 

found that the models have a remarkable advantage of speed and consistency. 

Once a suitable model is constructed for a particular problem, it becomes 

relatively easy to work out the implications ot different policy alternatives. 

Iri many operating environments, this speed can make all the difference 

between the effectiveness or otherwise of economic advice. The merit of 

speed becomes all the more important, because one can ~e sure that the 

different outcomes of the model are not mutually inconsistent, which is 

sometimes difficult to ensure in back-of-the-envelope type calculations. 

9. In the preceding paragraphs we have concentrated on the performance 

of macro econometric models in more developed countries (MDC 1s) because this 

is where they have been most seriously tried. In less developed countries, 

the attempts have been rather preliminary. An excellent review of the 

problems associated with these attempts is given in A. Shourie (26). At the 

same time, as OECD report (22, p. 5) demonatratee, when used with care, 

quantitative models can be helpful in a number of ancillary ways in discus-

sing development problema. To quote: 

"• . •• the use of quantitative models is not intended to 
supersede project appraisals or the use of country economic 
reports containing qualitative as well as quantitative infor
mation and analysis, but rather to complement them. In tav,or 
of models, it is said that they ensure consistency ot reason
ing and avoid the dangers of baaing conclusions on arguments 
which are not made exp~icit. MOreover, their use may provide 
a useful link between the thought process of those who provide 
assistance and those Who are responsible for drawing up devel
opment plans in the less developed countries." 
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10. An alternat ive to comprehensive all-purpose model-building approach, 

i s what may be ·called more truly Keynesian quantitative approach. In this 

approach, the emphaaie ia on developing simple quantitative measures on the 

basis of theoretical reaaonin~ with due attention paid to the particular 

problem and the particular economy under consideration. Examples of this 

are provided by Keynes• computation of inflationary gap in How to Pay for 

the War and of employment multiplier for the depression period in the 1930's. 

Modern counterparts of this are provided by Okun' s computations of "full 
I 

employment surplus" (25), "gap between actual and potential output" and the 

well known Okun's law relating the degree of unemployment to the gap between 

the actual and potential output (23). These kinds of computations are in 

some waye lese "scientific" than the comprehensive model-building approach 

but in the framework of policy-oriented environment and rapidly changing 

economic structures, it ie difficult to be sure whether they have been less 

effective than the comprehensive model-building approach. Their main defect 

is that they cannot adequately take care of feedback effects in the system 

as a whole. 

11. In the light of the above experience, we would like to suggest that 
I 

it is necessary to examine whether we could combine the strong points of the 
I 

above two approaches: general equd.librium framework of macro models and the 

flexibility and pointedness of problem-oriented research. In this connection, 
I 
I . . 

a review ot the Wbrld Bank's experience in model-building may be useful in 
I 

suggesting both the need tor and the limitations of model-building. The 

former is perhaps illustrated by the process by which the Bank, starting with 

an interest in project evaluation, was led inexorably to commodity models, 

country models, and recently global models. The latter is illustrated by the 

.. 
r 
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fact that models that have been found most useful are ~imple and flexible 

and not those which were highly "sophisticated". Since the Bank is an 

op~rational institution and is also interested in over-all: growth prospects 

of LDCs, problem oriented macro modeling may be particularly relevant. 

Since the operation~ of the Bank have produced an impressive documentation 
. . . . . 

on various aspe.cts of project appraisal, sector plaruiing, countl'J performance 

and global perspectives, its experience may be very hf)lprul in providing 

the urgently needed fusion between theory and practice of . developmental 

economics. 

12. In the .early period of' the Bank's operations, the Bank's economic 

. analysis was focus.ed primarily ori project evaluation. This approach had 

some obvious advantages. The technical aspects were studied closely and in 

many cases, the Bank's study led to improvements in design and planning of 

the projects. The costs and benefits of the projects we.re evaluated paying 

particular attention to the specifics of the situation~ As in the case of 

a private bank lend,ing, so in the case of ~rld Bank's loans, project 

appraisal was natUrally the first critical factor in deciding on the desir-

ability or loans and at this stage, macro economic moqels a8 such did not 

play any important role. 

13. In eubeequent periods, it began to be realized that na loan is 

to a country and not to a project," and the desirability of a project loan 

cannot be discussed in isolation. The impact or a project on the economy 

will depend on the over-all conditione or the economy. Similarly, from the 

point of view or debt servicing capacity, it ia important to know not just 
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whether the project will pay ita way but whether the country is in an over

all sound poai tion to repay i te debts. In order to consider this aspect 

the Bank had to develop ita analysis of the over-all creditworthiness of 

the borrowing countries. At the initial stage, these macro economic discus

sions were largely· in financial terms. However, the advantages of comput

erized modeling were beginning to assert themselves. The Bank was interested 

in working out. the implications of loans at various alternative terms and 

conditions on· the over-all debt servicing requirements of the borrowing 

countries at some future date. These were difficult to work out intuitively 

and computerized models were constructed to transform the net foreign 

capital requirements into gross requirements and to study the effects of 

alternative terms of loan on future debt servicing burdens. These debt 

routines were, .however, still not properly integrated with the over-all 

macro variables such as growth rate of GNP, import requirements, etc. and 

some vagueness was present as to how to insert a plausible net capital 

requirements aeries in the debt routine programs. 

14. Side by aide with the computerization of debt problems, a set of 

economic .modela were being developed which tried to integrate the debt 

problems in an over-all growth model. This integration of growth models 

into debt modele wae speeded up with the Bank's increasing involvement in 

preparing detailed country program papers which articulate the over-all 

growth perspectives and foreign capital requirements. 

15. More recently, the Bank ia emerging as an important co-ordinator 

of world aid programs and .in this ~apacity, it is beginning to take increas

ing interest in the global demand and supply of foreign capital over the 

next decade or so. For this purpose, it has been found convement to put 

.I • 

. 
' ... 
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the calculations of world demand for foreign capital on a set of computerized 

models. This is important because these exercises have to be done on a 

number of alterna~ive assumptions about terms of loans, export prospects of 

tDCs, etc. and the computational coste would be prohibitive except in the 

framework of computerized models. For tackling this problem, the Bank has 

constructed a set of models tor 30 countries on a uniform pattern for ita 

global assessment of capital needs. 

16. The last mentioned activity has brought out some conflicts between 

the needs of country reports and global assessment a • The country reports 

naturally want to emp~ize the specifics of the particular country whereas 

global modele try ·to put the analysis and data on a comparable baaie f~r all 

the countries. An extreme example may illustrate the point. In Yugoslavia, 

the national accounts are prepared along the socialist concept of national 

output and these · are not comparable with the U.ual concept of national income 

in the non-communist .countries. For purpoaes of a country report, it is 

desirable to use the concepts prevalent in the country whereas tor global 

analysis, it may be desirable to redefine the country figtires in terms of 

common international practices. The dilemma that this presents is by no 

means easy to tackle, but we will return to these problema later on. 

17. The above brief' historical sketch is intended only to indicate 

the evolutionary process of the Bank's model-building program. This has 

been a process of evolution in pragmatic response to the emerging needs of 

the Bank and this is a very desirable aspect of the proc~sa. However, by 

the nature of' the process, certain lopsidedness and crudities have developed 

in the over-all program and it may be desirable to streamline the operations. 

This is the subject matter of our final section, but before going to that, 
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it i s necesaar,y t o examine the present nature of the Bank's models in some 

detail. This is attempted in section III. 

The Present Practice 

18. The Bank at present uaes many different types of models. There 

is one group or· modele which are concerned with commodity analysis. Then 

there are various models tor evaluation of projects. Lastly, there are 

macro models tor analysis of stabilization policies as well as analysis of 

growth and debt prospects. Our concern here is primarily with the growth/ 

debt models. We do, however, pay some attention to commodity export models 

to the ~xtent necessary tor discussion ot growth/debt models. 

A General Principle: Need and Comparative Advantage 

19. Be tore coming ~o details,· we may mention one general principle 

underlying Bank's econometric work. The nature of the Bank's model-building 

program ia . naturally influenced by the Bank's needs and the ~k's compara

tive advantage.11 Aa regards needs, the Bank's models focus primarily on~ 

the role that foreign capital plays in development process and on the ques-

tiona or debt servicing problems. It is, of course, desirable to know as 

much as possible of a country. But experience has shown that econometric 

models oriented towards photographic reproduction of a country's economy are 

not generally feasible at present and an emphasis on specific problem orien-

tation of models, ia generally quite fruitful. Similarly following the good 

old principle o~ comparative advantage, the Bank concentrates on those areas 

of research wher·e it has a . comparative advantage vis-a~vis other international 

!/ Like other principles of maximization in economic behavior, this may or 
may not have been always applied consciously in deciding the research 
strategy. 

- I 
I 
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institutions and vie-a-vis the client countries. As compared with the other 

international agencies, the Bank has the advantage or having people with 

on-the-spot exp~rience and of being in continuous touch with ita client 

countries on somewhat special terms. As compared with _the client countries, 

the . Bank has an· ad~antage in having an international perspective which 

enables it to judge a country's prospects in the light of experience and 

prospects elsewhere. For the areas in which the Bank does not specialize 

in research itself, the general approach ia one of obtaining aa much know-

ledge as possible from the research conducted .in other international agencies 

and in client co~triea.!l 

20. Thus, the Bank 1 a model-building program has been. in the nature of 

pragmatic response to the situation. The difference of this pragmatic 

econometric approach from the usual mechanical econometric model-building 

should not be overlooked. In the mechanical approach, on starts with a given 

structure of th~ econom, and tries to fit the data of the particular country 

to a "Procrustean bed" of a macro model. In this connection, it is surpris-

ing how often Keynesian macro models (originally designed for a very dif

ferent context) are uncritically fitted to some LDCs. In the Bank's flexible 

approach, on the· other hand, the emphasis is on studying the characteristics 

of each economy and devising macro modele suitable for the particular context 

and particular problema. Apart from the specification stage, there is a 

11 This aspect may well be strengthened. ManJ of the LDCs are now devel
oping useful quantitative models and the Bank may profitably build its 
research on :them and .act as a catalytic agent tor transmissi on of this 
technology .to other LDCs. Similarly, the Bank's detailed knowledge of 
project ana+ysis in different countries could be very profitably used 
for giving greater realism and depth to the discussions of economic 
problema such as capital-labor substitution. 
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ubtle but important difference between the Bank's approach and the tradi-

tiona! approach at· the estimation stage. The traditional approach assumes 

that the "population parameters" are stable and the sample period could be 

utilized to obtain estimates of population parameters. In the Bank's 

approach, on the other hand, the view ia taken that the basic parameters 

like incremental capital output ratio (ICOR) or marginal saving rate (MSR) 

are th~maelvee influenced by policy instruments and they are changing over 

time under the influence of the structural changes going _on in a developing 

economy. In vi~w ot the recent emphasis on "shifting parameters", "random 

coefficients" as well as Leontief's arguments about "the state of flux" or · 

most economic relationships, it is worth considering whether the pragmatic 

flexible approach ia not more "scientific" than the m~chanical econometric 

model-building approach. 

The General Outline 

21. In terms of the economic ·content, the basic theoretical under-
' 

pinning of Bank's. 110dela are provided by the analysis .or. role of foreign. 

assistance in economic developDent by Chenery and his associates in a number 

of celebrated papers. Since these papers are well-lmown, we would not try 

to enter into any detailed discussion of these. It is important to note, 

however, that in practice, only a simplified form ot Chenery's model is 

utilized in Bank's work. Very often only one coMtrain~ {generally foreign 

exchange constraint) is regarded ae binding over the forecasting horizon, 

although the plausibility checka ot the implied estimates of the non-binding 

constraints are also made. The discussions of absorptive capacity are mostly 
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. 1/ 
sketchy and subjective.- On the other hand, the discussion of debt profile 

is very detailed and many alternative posaibilitiea are ·explored with the 

help or computerized models. 

22. The broad outlines ot the Bank's research on the problems of debt 

servicing capacities of the LDCs are presented in D. Avramovic, et al (1). 

23. The starting point of the study is provided by the argument that 

"increases of external indebtedness and of debt service liabilities even 

when large, do not · necessarily imply difficulties for borr.owers. Increases 

of services payments have to be measured against the strengthening which 

has occurred· in the borrower's . economy." The factors Which affect a 

country's capac;ity .to service debt in the short- and medium-term were 

classified as follows: 

a. Fluctuating Variables 

i. exports 

i 1. capital growth 

iii. emergency and inflation induced imports 

b. Offsetting Variables 

1'. reserves 

ii. compensatory finance 

!/ This is Unfortunate because an investigation of absorptive capacity may 
have important implications tor projections and policy analysis. The 
problem is the same as that discussed in Keynesian economics under the 

· heading of the ·distinction between marginal efficiency of capital and 
marginal efficiency ot investment. Even though the marginal productivity 
of capital is .high in many LDCs, marginal productivity of investment in a 
given period may decline rather fast and thus limit the prospects ot fast 
growth through capital injection. The analysis of !COR may be improved 
by considerati'on of these factors and it can also be useful in discussions 
or optimum allocation of world capital assistance, among different coun
tries. For ·a discussion of this important issue, see ·J. P. Hayes (14). 
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.iii. compressible imports 

c. Rigid Variables 

i. minimum tolerable imports 

ii. debt-service -interest 

iii. debt-service -amortization 

24. ~le it ·is desirable to take account of all these factors in 

discussing the debt servicing capacity, in practice, a simplified measure -

debt-service ratio (DSR) - ie the most frequently used rule of thumb in 

appraising the creditworthiness of LDCs. This ratio is the proportion of 

foreign earnin~a ~hrough · exports of goods and non-factor income to debt 

servicing payments in the form of interest and amortization payments. It 

was d~monatrated that on the basis of certain simplifying assumptions about 

capital output ratio, savings rate, export growth rate and terms of foreign 

capital inflow, one can construct a simple growth model which gives some 

inter~sting insight into the behavior of debt-service ratio in course of 

growth of an econo~. MOre specifically, an illustrative growth model 

yi~lded an interesting debt cycle where the peak of debt-service ratio was 

more than 50%. It was further pointed out that "the pattern of movement 

of the ratio depicted by the model variant was not without historical 

precedent. Canada had a peak investment service ratio of 35% in 1961 and 

Australia's ratio .in the 1920's was 24%. Both these countries successfully 

effected the tranaition to low debt-service ratios, as the economy grew and 

the production base expanded. In 1961-62, Canada's investment service ratio 

was only 9% and Australia's 11%." It was, of course, recognized that there 

is nothing inevitable about the DSR declining after. a certain time and that 

there are problema · in judging the creditworthiness of a· country with reference 

I. 
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to DSR only. However, as emphasized before, a simple col)Cept which is 

easily understood and which captures some interesting aspect or the problem 

tends 'to become ·rather useful and DSR has tended to be a focus of a consid-

erable amount or attention in the Bank's work on model-building. The 

estimates of growth prospects or a country aa well as the questions of 
. ~ . . . . 

foreign capital requirements tor a certain target rate or growth involve 

considerations • or the prospective DSR for a particular country. 
'. 

25. A computerized model for the growth aDd debt analysis was sug-

gested by J. P. Hayes and c. Goor as early as 1962. This- was a standard 

computer program for simple macro economic projections, ·to allow a dynamic 

treatment of problems of capital . requirements and credi two·rthiness. The 

model was decomp~sable into ·rour sections: 

a. The basic growth model: given the growth rate of GDP and 

!COR it worked out gross capital formation requirements. 

Savings were computed by use of marginal savangs ratio and 

the .savings gap was derived as the difference between . 

savi.ngs and investment thua calculated. 

b. In a variant of the above method, the savings gap was 

no l'origertreated as the dependent variable. For some 

countries, it may be preferable to start from an assump

tion concerning the development of imports (related, 

say; to a given growth of product). Given an export 

projection, the balance on current account would then 

be· obtained as an assumption or the basic growth model' 

and not as its result. 

c. The external capital account projection was made as follows: 
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1. 'lhe algebraic sum of the balance on current 

account and all capital account it~ms must be 

zero, all items being given their ·correct sign. 

Thua, when all other items have been either 

computed of given as data, "New Public Borrowing" 

can be obtained as a residual. 

ii. Required of permissible "Change of reserves• is 

treated as datum. So is the net balance of 

"Private capital transactions and remittances". 

"Private interest and dividends" may _be inserted 

as data, or alternatively related to GDP or to 

private external capital transactions. 

iii~ Annual tigurea for "Interest on initial public debt" 

and "Amortization due on initial public debt" are 

taken from debt-service data. 

iv. "Interest on subsequent public external borrowing" 

and "Amortization due on gross public borrowing" 

are to be derived from the aeries for "New public 

borrowing." 

d. Having obtained the debt-servicing cost and exports 

e&rn1nga, the computer program calculated debt-service 

ratios. 

26. In recent years the above model has been made more detailed mainly 

with the help ot the ao-ca1led debt subroutine. For this purpose, an 

eXhaustive tile ot past debts is utilized to give a pattern of payments ·for 

interest and amortization. on this profile is imposed a set of hypothetical 

·-
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new debts with alternative terms of lending. This gives the implications 

for debt-servicing of past and prOitpecti ve loaru!l. Since the Bank has access 

to confidential information on loans from public aourc~a, this debt sub

routine represents a very powerful aspect ot the Bank 1a research. The 

profile or debt~servicing thus obtained ia much more accurate than could 

have been obtained from even complicated econometric techniques relating 

debt-servicing payments to loans. 

27. The basic nature of the growth/debt models ia illustrated by a 

simplified flow chart. The chart indicates certain broad linea ot causation. 

However, an important aspect ot the Bank's approach is that the models are 

not used in a uni-causal fashion. A number ot alternative versions of the 

models are run to check the plausibility ot the results !rom various angles. 

Thus, given the available resources, an attempt is made to deduce the 

plausible_ rates of growth. Alternatively, the model is run the other way 

round with target growth rates and foreign capital requirements and the 

likelihood or these requirements being met is exandned. Moreover, th~ 

implications ot various macro projections are also checked by working out 

their implications in disaggregative terms. Thus, having obtained an 

estimate or macro growth rate, it is examined what kind or sectoral growth 

rates will _ it imply and whether these are plausible. Thue, the keynote 

of Bank's apProach to model building is pragmatism and flexibility. The 

objective is to lead up by trial and error to a plaus·ible set of macro 

forecasts which can be used in the report for the country. 

28. This aspect of pragma~ism and flexibility is perhaps best illus-

trated by the method o! obtaining export projections. The actual forecasts 

of export earnings are obtained by quite a complex process involving a 
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combination of judgments of commodity experts, country analysts and estimates 

of other international organizations such as UNCTlD and FAO. The use of 

explicit econometric models has been attempted for only a ·_ few commodities 

but some partial econometric estimates such as price elasticity of consumer 

demand and supply response to changes in economic variables are quite often 

used. Mbre important is the role played by the pooling of estimates of 

exports by country specialists and looking at their global implications. 

This can often lead to substantial modifications in the initial estimates. 

29. For estimating the atructural equations relating to growth, 

savings and imports, various kinds of empirical and judgmental evidence is 

used, though th~ actual practice differs from country to country. 

30~ The above gives the basic line of research for a typical growth/ 

debt model used in the Bank. However, as emphasized repeatedly, flexibility 

is the keynote in the Bank's econometric work. The basic structure of the 

model as well as the method of estimating key parameters differ from country 

to country. For a small country, for example, the prospects of one or two 

export crops may be the dominant influence • . In their case, exports ~ are not 

treated exogenously, or in any simple faShion but are given careful attention. 

For larger countries, on the other hand, domestic resource mobilization may 
1/ . 

be the key and the analysis is varied accordingly.- · Thus, in order to get 

an idea of Bank's approach, it is necessary to examine ·particular country 

models. This is what we attempt below, but instead of trying to give an 

!( In fact for a number of very small countries, the movements i n many 
critical variables may be so dependent on some unique events t hat the 
statistical models may be even more difficult to construct than they 
are usually. 

. I 
i 
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exhaustive list, we are only trying to convey the flavor of the approach by 

giving a tew typical examples. 

Some Illustrative Models 

A. Mexico 

31. An early example of the Bank's style was provided by the Bank's 

projection. tor Mexico over the period 1966-1970 (Report No. WH-164b). There 

was no explicit model in the Report but the analysis was organized on an 

implicit mOdel framework. In this exercise special emphasis was placed on 

two-year projections onlr (namely tor 1967 and 1968). The long-term 

prospects (until 1970) ware presented in broader and tentative terms. The 

emphasis waa on intensive discussion of various policy alternatives and 

sectoral prospects baaed on the official documents, discussions with the 

high placed officials and the judgment ot the members of the Bank mission. 

Inadequate increase in public savings was identified as an important problem. 

The estimates ot levels ot public investment required to. ~ntain the past 

growth rate ot the econom, were based on partial sector analysis, on draft 

plan of the Government and on general economic consideration and when 

compared with stagnating public savings, these estimates suggested a clear 

need for additional efforts tor mobilization of public savings. A detailed 

analysis ot Mexico' • major exports suggested that earnings from conunodi ty 

exports did not promise to expand aa rapidly during the .next few years as 

they did in the past. These combined with estimates or imports requirements 

and debt-servicing payments obtained from .computerized debt programa did 

suggest some pressures on external account but the magnitude was such that 

intelligent government policy could be expected to tackle. A special feature 

of this exercise was the attention paid to financial flows, money supply, 
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sources of internal. ·credit, changes in velocity of money~. etc. in both the 

sample period and the projection period. 

32. More recently, the projection exercise tor Mexico haa been 

formalized into a more explicit macro model (Report No. CA-14). Export 

projections are based on a combination ot historical growth rates and judg-

mental estimates by .the Bank. Merchandise imports are, however, determined 

by an import function derived from input-output analyai~ and regressions. 
. . 

The elasticity of imports to GDP is 2.3 in the short-run and about .9 in 

the long-run. Investments are determined by an investment function. In the 

long-run, 6% growth rate ot GDP corresponds to an investment ratio of .181 

and 7% growth rate·. of GDP corresponds to an investment · rate o.f 0.202. 'Itle 

model was used to .make projections over the period 1971-85 and to analyze 

the sensitivity Qf debt-service ratio to alternative assumptions about 

growth rates of GDP and the terms on which loans are secured. The Report 

noted that "although the debt-service ratio haa remained so tar within a 

manageable range, there is no doubt that future debt-service levels are one 

of the most effective potential constraints to rapid econollic . growth." A 

sensitivity analysis made with the help ot the model demonstrated the 

alternative paths of DSR under alternative assumptions about growth rates 

of exports and terms of loans; this analysis was helpful in giving a 

quantitative feel of the various options open to the Mexican authorities. 

Another important insight that the model gave was with regard to the impact 

of private foreign capital inflow on the long-run prospects of the Mexican 

economy. The Report noted "i! • • • foreign-owned firma grow taster on the 

average than the industrial sector as a whole, some difficult long-term 

political issues may arise. This ia because foreign firma can either reinvest 
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their earnings or remit them abroad. If they choose to remit a large pro-

portion abroad, the balance of payments is affected ad~ersely in the short-

run. It, on the other hand, firms remit a smaller proportion abroad, this 

implies a higher reinvestment and growth rate. • •• If this [latte!7 

continues foreign-owned capital may make up over 20% of manufacturing in 

1980. 11 '1he extent of the dilemma was not obvious before the model runs 

were obtained. By emphasizing this problem, the model drew attention to 

policy measures necessary for tackling it. 

B. Uganda 

33. For an economy like Uganda's, the Bank's analysis was based on a 

more simplified model (Report No. AF-58). In Uganda, the availability of 

statistical data and economic and statistical analysts is very inadequate. 

In fact, the miliJsion report emphasized that 11pne of the crucial bottlenecks 

hampering Uganda's economic development is the serious shortage of qualified 

and experienced statf in Government agencies and parastatal organizations." 

The macro model presented in the report was designed to ·highlight the need 

for policy changes with regard to saving policy and import in order to close 

the resources gap that would emerge if' the past parameters were allowed to 

persist. The estimates ot GDP, investment and exports were obtained from 

the detailed sectoral analyeie. The macro model was used to estimate the 

import requirement• and savings on the basis of past data, and to calculate 

the resulting savings gap and trade gap. The model highlighted that "in 

order to meet the mission target a considerable effort Will be required to 

raise the ~rginal eavinge rate from a structural rate of 0.06 to a rate of 

0.13. It, however, no improvement were forthcoming on s•vings, ·the necessary 

marginal import rate ••. • would have to be 0.20 which would still entail a 

substantial effort" (being a reduction from a value of • 51 in 1965)·. 
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C. Kenya 

34. For Kenya, where data base is more developed, a fairly detailed 

model was constructed (Report No. AE-6a). Basicall1 it was a standard two-

gap model but a ·considerable amount of care was devoted to estimation of 

equations. Most of the critical equations were fitted in alternative forms 

to see if (a) marginal and average rates are equal and constant (Y • ax),!! 

(b) marginal rate is constant but the average is changing (Y • a + bx), and 

(c) both average and marginal rates are changing but the elasticity is 

constant (Y = axb). The ICORs were fitted separately for seven sectors and 

formulation took account. of the question of depreciation .and the distinction 

between net and gross ICORs. The formulation was: 

where 

kgi = gross !COR for sector i 

kn1 = net !COR for sector i 

ri • growth rate for sector i 

The R2 were respectable, though we do not know the plausibility of estimated 

kni's.~ Imports were divided into capital goods, intermediate goods and 

consumer goods; and sectoral investment rates utilized to estimate th~ 

sectoral requirements of imported capital gooda. Agricultural exports were 

projected independently on a commodity-by-commodity basis. However, in 

simulation exercises, a simple equation relating exports of goods to output 

!( However, the statistical pro~lems that this formulation raises regarding 
the meaning of a2, D.W., etc. were not discussed. 

£( This is important to test in the light of the results reported by 
Chenery and Eckstein (7). As Chenery and Eckstein suggested, when the 
value of the constant term in the above equation is not plausible, a 
constraint may have to be imposed on it. 
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originating i n agriculture and manufacturing sectors was utilized. Imports 

and exports of services were made functions of imports and exports of goods 

in the current year. The debt subroutine was utilized in the usual manner 

to li~k net foreign exchange flow to gross flows and to estimate the effects 

of different terms on debt-service ratio. Subsidiary_ equations were utilized 

for estimates of duties on imports of durable and non-durable consumer goods, 

intermediate goode and capital goods and for other indirect taxes. The 

reduced form of structural equations was utilized for projections covering . . . 

the ~eriod 1969-1974 and alao to work .out the consequences of raising value 

added in a given sector by tJ.. m, of raising the growth rate of a given 

sec·tor by one percentage point and of raising fixed investment of a sector 

by £1 m. 

D. Malaysia 

35. A different kind ·of' model was constructed for Malaysia. Malaysia's 

economy is virtually dependent on exports, particularly of ~ubber but also 

of ti~ .The over-all economic management has been characterized by the 

importance attached to market forces, although recently, a more active role 

on the part of the government has come into play. Since exports provide the 

.engine for growth· and investment in exports industries are primarily demand 

determined, the Bank's macro model for Malaysia is primarily of Keynesian 

kind. In si~ations, alternative assumptions are made for exports and 

government expenditure as well aa for estimated ·coefficients. However, 

becauae ot the quality of data, the model hae not been incorporated in the 

Bank's Reports tor the country, although it does influence their general 

structure. 
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E. Jamaica 

36. Another excellent example of the flexibility of •odel structure is 

provided by the model tor Jamaica (4). Tbe .model begins by emphasizing the 

need for specifying "key constraint to development". "In the caae of Jamaica, 

an analysis baaed aolely on information available publicly outside the country 

appeared to indicate that Jamaica•a ·growth waa be~~g hindered by a poeeible 

lack of' foreign exchange • . Once the mieaion carried out ita field work it 

was apparent that this was not the case and that both foreign exchange and 

savings were reasonably abundant. • • there were noticeable ehortages in 

inf'rasturcture such as roads, water and power; and these, it wae clear, were 

real constraints ·to growth~" 'lheae, in turn, were traced to real shortage of 

skilled manpower. It is this factor that was critical in determining the 

probable movements in ICOR and not juat p-.st .ovementa in !CORa. The pro

jection of' investment, savings·, exports, importa, etc. proceeded along the 

uaual linea. The model constructed wae subjected to alte~ti~e .simulations 

to work out the etf'ecta on growth of alternative aaaumptione with regard to 

bottlenecks in crucial social overhead in~eat .. nta. 

F. Colombia 

37. ~th the advantage of better data and analyeis, a more detailed 

model was col'l8tructed tor Colombia (Report lo. WH-200a) •. One distinguishing 

feature of the Colombian economy is its dependence on coffee expQrte which 

have substantial influence on public revenue aa well u private income. The 

macro model waa baaic one-gap (aavinge gap) type With emphuie on requirements. 

Of' course, the import coefficients as well ae aYail&bilitiee were examined 

to check the plausibility or the estimates, but eo far aa the algebraic 

formulation or the model goes, it vae in teras of one-gap requirements analysis 
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ro~ · diff erent rates of growth. One interesting feature was .the breakdown of 

t he economy into four eectoras {a) Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing; 

(b) Modern Manufacturing, Mining, Tranaport and Energy; (c) Handicraft 

Manufacturing, Construction, Commerce, and Personal Services; (d) Banking 

and other Services. This breakdown ie particularly useful in so far as the 

different eectora differ w1 th reapec.t to !COR, capi tai-labor ratio and import 

content for production and investment. Thus, it gave a scope for analysis 

of the effects of changes .in sectoral composition on such vital parameters 

as over-all !COR, import-coefficient, employment-output ratio and saving 

income ratio. 

38. ·Sector specific ICORs were calculated on the basis of the historical 

record, work done by ILO employment mission and judgment about the future of 

the Colombian economy. The marginal saving ratio (MSR) . was estimated "so as 

to maintain average savings at about 22% of the GDP for the next 4-5 years, 

then raised eteadily to nearly 25% by 1985." Government consumption was set 
' 

to grow at 10% per year and private consumption was computed as a residual. 

Exports of -goode and non-factor services were apecified "exogenously" for 

each year ·of the· projection period; but this was based on intensive research 

on prospects of coffee. Imports of goode and noB-factor services were 

determined by the model as equal to exporta plus the savings investment :gap. 

The savings investment gap together with the figures of .debt servicing pay-

ments gave -the fiaures of gross foreign capital re.quirements for diff.erent 

rates of growth. In examining various alternatives, attention was given in 

a judgmental faShion to such factors as absorptive capacity, movements in 

debt-serVice ratio and growth in public revenue. The last mentioned factor 

was considered becaua$ "if government revenue is not adequate to meet the 
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demands of growing debt-service, current expenses, am the domestic currency 

portion of new investment projects, external lenders may be unable to co:nanit 

resources on the desired scale." The model wae, thus, run on various 

assumptions about· prospects o! foreign aeeistance, export prospects, etc. and 

a plausible profile !or growth rate, debt-aer.ice ratio, etc. was obtained. 

G. Indonesia 

39. An even more detailed and sophisticated model wae .conetructed !or 

Indonesia (Report No. ElP-22). This simulation model for medium-term 

projections was .· predominantly demand detendned type. Agricultural growth 

and exports were the prime movers in the model. The externally determined 

demand for Indones.ia's exports - or ail the caee may be, supply limitation 

of export products - generated directly the growth of output in the export 

oriented agricultural and mining sectors. The non-export agricultural out

put was determined .outside the model. The output o! manufactures was depen

dent mainly on domestic consumption and investment expenditures, including 

opportunities tor . import substitution. Output o! the tr&naport, power and 

other service sectors were determined by over-all economic. growth. 

40. Investment requirements were deteNined through sectoral ICOR and 

sectoral growth rates. The savings gap and exchange gap were calculated in 

the usual fashion. However, the model specified explicitly !or import 

substitution to meet the excess of balance o! payments gap over the resource 

gap and after the point beyond which import substitution was not regarded 

feasible, the model prescribed currency devaluation ae the instrument of 

last resort for adjusting the bal~ce o! payments gap. Another distinguishing 

feature of the model was the consideration ot the effect o! population growth. 

Through ita impact on the composition ot demand and indirectly on the balance 
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of paymenta , ite influence on the pattern of growth was assessed as completely 

as possible. Therefore, the model lent itself to an evaluation of the 

consequences or a family planning program in economic terms. The model waa 

utilized to make projections on a ten-year period (1970-1980) and also to 

examine the effects of alternative assumptions about population growth, 

agricultural growth, and indirect tax rates. 

41. The above list of macro models in the Bank is by no means 

·exhaustive. Apart from a number of existing modele on coUntries such as 

Ghana, Venezuela .and Turkey not mentioned above, there are quite a few more 

under conatructlon at present.1f However, we feel that .the models reported 

above illustrate the over-all style of flexible model-building approach 

followed in the Bank. 

42. It is, of course, difficult to be sure about the exact role that 

the models play in the Bank's operations. As in the profession at large, ·so 

in the Bank, the modele have been found chiefly useful not ~s precise fore

caster or simulator but in varioua subsidiary ways. Generally, the model-

building efforts have been found to be a useful way of being introduced to 

a country's economy. The models have also provided a useful framework for 

putting ·data in perspectives, for giving a quick computational framework .and 

for .organiz-ing the discussion of policy issues. AB regards the actual input 

into country reports the results or operations of debt subroutine are the 

most common feature with some reports incorporating the macro model itae1f. 

There have bee? cases when an analysis of model results .revealed dilemmas 

created by large inflows _of private foreign capital. The model brought ·out 

1( In particular, a sophisticated model on Korea has already reached an 
advanced stage. 
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the point that at the prevailing rates of private capital inflow, a country 

in future would have to put up either with high proportion of foreign owner

ship (which may be politically explosive) or with high outflow of profit 

with ita atraina on balance of payment a. SiJnilarly, aom_e modele in the 

earlier periods revealed the burden of growing debt that aome countries may 

have to face in future. Some modele gave inaighta into the interrelation

ships between internal tax revenue collections and balance of payments, 

about domestic food suff~ciency requiring more food production than the 

amount being dropped from imports. Thus, the models have been chiefly use

ful in ancillary ways. ·In a field aa complex and ever changing aa economic 

life, it is difficult to construct comprehenaive all-purpose models which 

can become directly usable vehicles ot decision-making. There is certainly 

room for careful refinements in these toola, but uncritical and unimaginative 

mushrooming of big "sophisticated" modele tor LDCa (along the pattern of the 

Brookings model for u.s.A.) doea not aeem to be the anawer. Our over-all 

view is that ·both for the importance of organizational continuity and tor 

scientific reasons, the future approach should be one of. evolving, adapting 

and refining the present approach -rather than one of sharp break in favor 

of more "sophisticated" econometric models. Thia basic the• is elaborated 

below. 

IV. Evaluation and Thoughts for the Puture · Research 

43. As discU.aed above, the pragmatism and tlexibilit7 ot the Bank's 

model-building approach has much to commend itself in the Bank's environment 

and the temptation ot goirig in the direction ot mechanical all-purpose 

econometric model• should be resisted. However, because of the nature of 
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the evolution of this process, certain crudities have developed in these 

models and in the light of the extended horizons of the . Bank's involvement, 

it is desirable to undertake a thorough stock-taking of the present practice 

and discuss outlines or future research in this area. 

Objectives of the Bank's MOdels 

44. A carefUl definition of the objectives of model-building is 

extremely important for efficient designing of macro models. The idea that 

one could design a big model of an economy which will be a photographic 

reproduction of the economy and can be used to discuss any problem that may 
. . 1/ 

come up haa, in our opinion, proved unsuccessful.- A more promising line 

is problem-oriented model-building where one starts with a clear specifica

tion o~ the problema at hand, examines, on a priori, reasoning the salient 

lines of causation involved for these problems analyses the areas where 

quantification w~ll be helpful and then designs the econometric models for 

help in that quantification. One unsatisfactory aspect of the models in 

the Bank at present is that in the process of evolution the objectives of 

the model-building exercises have not been discussed and specified as 

clearly aa they could have been. Thus, it seems to us that a discussion of 

the objectives of .the models in the different departments involved may be 

highly useful. · Some initial thoughts that seem relevant as a starting point 

for discussion are noted below. 

45. The Bank, as a joint organization of borrowers and lenders, has 

to keep in mind the dual (though, ·, of course, related) aspects of loans. 

Y All-purpose models quite often turn out to be no-purpose models. They 
are often found to be too simplistic for the problem under considera
tion and too- detailed tor nonessential peripheral aspects. 
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From the point or view of the lenders, it ia interested in knowing whether 

the loans will be repaid on schedule; and from the point of view of the 

borrowers, it ia ·interested in knowing up .to what point the loans will 

increase the productive capacity ot the eoonam, in the long-run. For the 

former, the Bank's models should give some index of creditworthiness of 

the borrowing countries. For the latter, the Bank's models should be of 

some use in -computing the long-run productivity ot loans after due adjust

ment tor difter.ence between actual and shadow prices ot foreign exchange 

and such other distortions in the economy. More recently, the Bank has been 

emerging as the leader of international lending and is thus becoming much 

more involved with the over-all growth prospects and problems of the LDCs. 

In order to meet this side of its responsibility, it would be desirable to 

have the Bank's models focus on some critical problems of development such 

as unemployment problems, debt problems and possibly trade problems. These 

three broad objectives are elaborated below. 

(a) Creditworthiness Index 

46. In the Bank's economic discussions, the debt-service ratio (DSR) 

plays an important role in considering the creditworthiness or different 

countries. In spite of ita simplicity, DSR baa displayed impressive powers 

· of survival and it eeema desirable that the macro models should continue 

generating some such simple summary index of creditworthiness. However, 

now that we have experience of a number of countries which ha~e had debt

servicing problems, it may be desirable to examine their experience closely 

to see if we can come up with eo~ more refined definition ot DSR which may 

include a number of other elements ot debt mentioned by Avramovic (1, see 

page 13 above). ·. This, of course, has to be diaouaaed separately from model-
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building exercises but once a better definition of DSR is agreed to, the 

macro models may be designed to yield this kind or DS~. 

(b) Productivity of Loans 

47. The Bank' a research has been rather thin on this asp_ect, mainly 

because of ita inherent complexities. Evaluation of projects, of course, 

are made but it is obvious that these measures are incomplete to the extent 

that they fail to capture the spread effects of the projects and feedbacks 

of the system. · It is obviously important to discuss if the macro models can 

have built into them some flexibility to consider sectoral composition of 

output and whether they can yield some guidelines (e.g., shadow prices) for 

use at project evaluation. 

(c) General DeTelopment Problems 

48. It ie becoming increaaingly ob'Yious that along the lines of present 

development paths of most LDCs, the unemployment and debt problems may become 

really serious by the end of this century. Macro models may be utilized to 

quantify and specify the magnitude of these problems. Even more important, 

the models could .be vehicles of trying some alternative policy packages 

(monetary, fiscal and others) which through their influence on critical 

parameters auch aa capital-labor ratio, capital-output ratio, marginal 

saving ratio, •arginal import needs, etc. may alleviate the problems of 

underemployment and debt. 

49. A similar problem is the analyeie of the global implications of 

export promotion policies being followed by LDCs. As a curious reminder of 

cobweb theorem, the LOOs may now ~e swinging from the extremes of import 

substitution to the extremea of export promotion. It is possible that some 

indicative research on global trade needs by the World Bank may be useful 
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in rescuing the LDCa from dangers of laisaer faire of .national planning. 

Global trade models may thus be helpful. 

50. Another · interesting problem that the ~rld Bank is already dis-

cussing in the framework or modele is the projection of world needs for 

foreign aid and their matching with the expected supply • . 

51. The above lists a number of possible objectives of the Bank's 

models. As discussed above, the needs for country analysis may sometimes 

conflict with the needs for global analysis. The coat-benefit analYsis of 

the alternatives is· ·worth discussing. Our preliminary feeling is that with 

computer .technology ·so developed (and developing eo rapidly) the coats of 

maintaining separate sets of models tor aeparate problema may not be totally 

prohibitive in the light of the advantages gained. 

Specification of the MOdels 

52. . The specification of the macro modele would naturally have to be 

modified to inciude new aspects concerned with employment, redefined DSR, 

etc. and this can be discussed only after agreement on the objectives 

mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. However, it 11ay be desirable to 

discuss some obvious crudities in specification of the present models. 

53. First of all, the role of prices, both absolute and relative, 

should not be neglected to the extent it ia neglected at present in the 

Bank's models. In the first place, the diacu.aion of gape and debt

servicing requirements is meaningful only in terms of current prices. 

Even the definitio~ equality of two gape ex post does not sometimes hold 

at constant prices in some national accounts. Similarly, the current prices 

framework may be useful for studying the effects of inflation in more 

developed countries (MDCs) on capital requirements of LDCs. This problem 
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may be wor th analyzing in terms of econometric model$ because a continuous 

inflation in MOOs may well be the characteristic of the seventies and 

because model results may well be different from what one at first expects 

intuitively. Intuitively, at first thought, one expects that inflation 

will reduce the burden of deb~. However, in the case of LDCs their export 

prices do not seem to be very eenaitive to inflation in MDCs whereas their 

import costa are. Moreover, inflation increases interest rates in MDCs 

and thus the Bank's lending rates whic~ in turn will affect the future 

debt-servicing costa. Thus, a continuing intlation in MDCs in seventies 

will increase the debt-servicing difficulties of LDCs in seventies and 

eighties. 

54. Even more serious than the neglect of absolute prices, is the 

neglect of relative prices in the Bank•s model~. This, of course, is part 

ot the deemphaais on price-mechanism in both MDCs and. LDC$ in the postwar 

period. However, in recent years, it ia beginning to be realized that price 

mechanism may have some important bearing on employment prospects, debt 

prospects, etc. of LDCa. It the models are to be used to give guidance on 

. how to reduce the severity or these problems, the models may have to be 

reconstructed to capture the effects ot fiscal and monetary policies such 

as intereet rate, exchange rate, tariff rates, excise taxes, corporate 

income tax, _ investment credits, depreciation allowances, etc. on such vital 

parameters aa capital-output ratio, capital.-labor ratio, import content of 

GNP, export prosp~cta, etc. 

55. Another unsatisfactory. feature ia the inadequate linking among 

measures ot resource gaps. Usually in the Bank's models, the computations 

ot the two gaps are carried out as completely independent exercises. 
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Factors that affect internal savings are not analyzed for their effects on 

external resource _gap. Similarly, measure for increase in ·public savings 

are discussed without working out their effects on private savings or 

external gap. There are, of course, ditfi'cult problems in. establishing 

theae links, but it may be worthwhile exploring them and formulating models 

in such a way that theae aapecta are not forgotten by model builders. 

56. In general, the Bank's models deal too exclusively with national 

account categories without integrating them properly with balance of pay

ments, budgetary a~d monetary accounts. Quite often policy suggestions 

involve changing these monetary flows and it will be desirable to analyze 

the links between .·financial and national accounts. Thus, for a proper 

analysis of whether investment needs are matched by savi~, it is important 

to analyze not just their aggregate magnitudes but also to aee whether the 

channels of financial flows utilized by investors are likely to get funds 

generated by savers. The whole field of financiil flows and ita link with 

national accounts is in an underdeveloped state even in the more developed 

countries. However, an attempt at introducing these aspects, when feasible, 

will improve co~siderably the effectiveness of models for analyzing the 

problems of capital .tlowa and debt analysis. Apart from ita policy implica-

tiona, the financia~ _ flow analysis may be uaetul in cross-checking the 

estimates of various national accounts categories, which is an important 

function in the light of the weak data base of many LDCs. 

57. Having pointed out the need for more details in specifications 
- . 

of the Bank's models~ we must emphasize that disaggregation as such in model-

building has not been particularly successful and more details should be 

I 
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incorporated only in response to clearly defined needs. As an example, we 

feel that large scale input-output oriented models may not be particularly 

helpful to the Bank's work. These models are particularly designed to 

analyze interindustry flow of resources and these require a considerable 

amount of time and research. ~ feel that neither in the light of the 

Bank's needs nor in the light of the Bank's comparative advantage can a 

strong case be made for large scale input-output oriented model-building in 

the Bank for LDCs. The beat approach may be to keep in touch with the 

research in client countries and other international organizations in .the 

field of input-output model and utilize their results when necessary for 

macro model research. Some excellent examples or how to use the results of 

input-output analyais in the framework of a macro model are provided in 

Chenery an~ Bruno . (6). 

Statistical Estimation Techniques 

58. It is sometimes argued aa a criticism that the Bank'~ econometric 

model-building work does not make use of the sophisticated techniques such 

as two-stage least squares, limited information maximum likelihood and such 

other simultaneous equation techniques. In our ·opinion, the degree or 

success achieved by these techniques even for developed countries is only 

limited in extent and the temptation of going in this ·direction should be 

resisted. More specifically, we would summarize our criticisms of simul

taneous equation ·approach tor LDCs aa follows: 

a. The data a?ailable tor LDCs are generally of a short 

duration and poor quality so that the siMultaneous 

equation techniques which eat up degrees or freedom 

rather voraciously are not particularly suitable. 

; 

I 
• I 

, I . 
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b. These techniques require precise specifications or 

~xogenoua variables for estimation. However, since 

the Bank's models have to be uaed in flexible manner 

where same endogenous variables in one exercise (say, 

growth rate) · become exogenous variables ~n another, 

thfs ·kind of specification is not possible. 

c. EN en in the experience or developed couritr.iea, it has 

been found that the simultaneous equations techniques 

g.ive estimates of parameters which do not appear statis

tically significantly different from OLS estimates • . 

' This waa also found to be the caae tor Jamaica model by 

N. o. ·carter (5). 

d. The application ot the TSLS and LIML methods lead to 

an increase in the degree of collinearity in the 

explanatory variables which complicate the ~lready 

moat serious problem ot estimation in econom~tric model. 

59. Thus at present, it is desirable to concentrate ·on single equation 

OLS approach tor· developing the Bank's macro models. However, one should 

not neglect the use of the usual statistical testa like Durbin-watson 

statistic, t-ratios, etc. as may be sometimes tempting to do in the Bank 1a 

time constrained research. Similarly, while there is nothing unscientific 

about treating parameters as shifting over time due to structural changes 

and policy changes, it should not be used (as there is sometimes a danger 

of doing} as a license .for unconstrained parameter adjustments. While there 

is no precise mechanical way of predicting these parameters, it is desirable 
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t o discuss eome refinements which might increase the element of objectivity 

in this respect. 

(a) Uae of Croea-Section Evidence 

60. In the first place, it has to be emphasized that the typical time

series data of an LDC are generally so short, so inaccurate and provide such 

a small range of experience, that analysis of cross-country experience may 

be essential for projections and as well as policy analysis. Thus, pro

jections of industrial pattern for a country may well benefit from cross

section studies of countries at different levels of growth. Similarly, if 

one is interested in analyzing the effects or, say, higher interest rate 

policy on capital-labor ratio or or exchange rate flexibility on trade gap, 

one may not get much guidance from a time-series where these kinds of 

policies were not followed. Much more profitable will be analysis of 

experience of countries which at particular times did follow these kinds of 

policies. Here again, of course, it is important to emphasize the dangers 

of mechariical U.e of cross-section results. The essential point is that ~ 

one must sift the material carefully in order to gain .some confidence that 

the situations are comparable, that samples come out of the same population. 

MOreove~, one must not expect precise scientific estimates but only some 

broad guidance from the statistical material to be continually checked 

against a priori theoretical results. 

(b) Refinements in Time-Series Regression 

61. · Even while using time-series regression, it may be worth considering 

some refinements specifically gear~d to our context. One serious problem of 

estimation in LDCs is that the structure ia changing rather fast and it may 

not always be right to assume an unchanging structure even over a small sample 
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period of 15-20 years. Thus, our technique should be so designed that it is 

alert to changing .situation and picks up changing structure as soon as pos-

sible. One procedure . that may be useful for this is that of obtaining time

weighted least squares. Thus, instead of mini•izing .the simple sum of the 

sq~ares . of the errors (Zei2), we may minimize a weighted sum (namely, · 

2: "-i ei 2) where we.ights decline in some predetermined fashion. 'lhus, we attach 

greater importance to an error in recent period than to an error in the remote 

past. 

62. A second refinement we. would suggest is to consider how far our 

parameters may be shifting over time because ot compositional changes. As 

is well lmown, mac·ro parameters are stable onl;r if either "the coq>osi tion 

of the aggreg•te remains unchanged or if the micro parameters are the same 

for all the elements in · the aggregate. Agarwala and Proulx (3) applied 

a technique of obtaining shifting parameters due to compoai.tional changes. 

The basic logic of the technique is simple. Suppose the ICOR for industry 

i is ~i and required increase in output ie 4Yi• Then the total investment 

requirement is: 

or 

• ~~,.(ADJ) 

where 

The ADJ is a weighted average of the proportion of increase in output in 

different sectors. The weights are the relative ICORs of different sectors. 
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Quite often we have some idea of these relative ICORB on the basis . of cross

section and such other information. Thus, in running the regression, we 

would obtain an estimate of ~ 1 whereas the over-all !COR which is defined as 

(Jh.ADJ) may well be shifting over time due to compositional change. 

63. Apart from the advantage of better estimation from time-series 

data, the above approach may introduce greater comparability in parameters 

across countries. One important reason why the cross-country ICORs may 

differ is the difference in composition of output. rr . the above technique 

nets out the effect of difference in composition, we may be in a better 

position to judge the plausibility of one country's estimate of !COR in the 

light of the experience elsewhere. 

(c) Data Refinements 

64. The refinements of techniques of statistical estimation can be 

useful only if the basic data are reliable. Thus, every effort should be 

made to improve the quality of data not only by greater expen~ture on data 

collection but also by systematic cross-checking. A few decades ago the 

errors in variables received considerable amount of attention of economists 

(e.g., Keynes' interesting discussion on various statistical magnitudes in 

Indian Currency and Finance) but recently the attention has shifted almost 

exclusively to errors in equations, with aom~ honorable ·exceptions such as 

Kuznets 1 work.. At least for LOOa, this degree of ahift ia premature. Unless 

efforts in this direction are increased, model builders in LDCs will remain 

in the situation or a pilot trying to fly an airc·raft when he does not lmow 

where he ia or even where h~ has been. 

65. However, quite ·often the problem ia not just the quality of data 

but the econo.etrician'e inadequate screening of data and failure to obtain 
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the figures that the theory behind the equation requires~- ·An example may 

be helpful. As emphasized by Chenery, the growth process is sometimes 

constrained by savings and sometimes by foreign exch&nge. It ie not, there

fore, entirely satisfactory to uae, aa is often done in the Bank's models, 

all the data to estimate both ex ante savings functions and ex ante import 

functions. Saving function should be estimated by tigurea in thoee years 

where savings waa .a constraint and aimiiarlJ tor i~orta tunction. This 

may, of course, be quite a difficult thing to do in practice but it seems 

worth while to consider thia problem. In general, it will be usetul to 

consider the process ot equalization between two gape ex post starting from 

a position, of ex ante gap. Thia may be helpful for the better understanding 

of the economics .ot the situation aa well as tor better statistical 

estimation. 

66. Apart from the specific aspects of apecitication and estimation 

discussed above, it seems that Bank's models do not have . a continuity that 

is extremely uaetul in improving the art of model-building and using. ~ Quite 

often in the Bank, a model is constructed tor a country and used tor one 

particular report and then forgotten. This does not give scope to the 

process of "learning by doing" which baa been found very useful in econometric 

model-building projects. This ie particularl7 iaportant tor the Bank's work 

becauae in these models the process ot conatruction and use ie somewhat 

judgmental, and· it is not possible to estimate the forecasting errore, or 

Theil's inequalit~ _ coef'ticienta in a mechanical ma.niler over the sample period 

before using the model.. In thi~ context a systematic post mortem ot the 

descriptive kind may be feasible and it regularly conducted, it may build up 

a body of judgmental knowledge that may graduall7 improve the quality of 

econometric model-building. 
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Conclusion 

67. The intensive research on econometric model~building in the u.s. 
(and other developed countries) in the last 20 years. has clearly revealed 

certain pointe of strength and weakness of comprehensive macro econometric 

models. Their strength liea in providi ng an organizational framework for 

data, for diacuaaion of the issues involved and for quick and consistent 

computations; their weakness lies in that when faced with a specific problem 

they are found to be too simplistic for the problem under consideration and 

too detailed. for peripheral aspects. As problem solving operations, the 

simple quantitative concepts like Keynes' employment multiplier and infla-

tionary gap or Okun'e full employment surplus and relation between "gap" 

and unemployment are perhaps more effective in policy-orient~d environment, 

in spite of their simplicity and partial character. . It is perhaps desirable 

to combine the best. of the two approaches and develop problem-oriented macro 
' ' . ' 

models which incorporate as much detail and realism as possible for the 

aspects crucial to the problem under consideration and obtain feedbacks of 

the system in a si~plified framework.!/ Being an operational institution, 

the Bank haa naturally developed models intended to be helpful in its assess

ment and lending programa. The simple and flexible nature of the resulting 

models is not such a serious defect as it may seem to be the case to a 

mechanically minded model builder. However, in the process of evolution of 

Bank's model8, .certain crudities and lopsidedness have developed, and· it is 

desirable to streamline these operations • . Apart from the obvious aspects 

1/ For a more detailed discussion or how this kind of problem orientation 
is essential for different stages of model-building .- specification, 
data processing, selection of estimation techniques and testing the 
performance or the model- see Agarwala and Proulx (3). 

' I 
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of streamlining with: regard to preparation or data banks, parameter banks, 

common notations and computer programs tor estimation and solution, we 

suggest the need tor clarification or the objectives of the models, refine

ments in estimation techniques and need tor data improvements. These 

_improvements sho~ld, in our opinion, enhance the utility ot the models tor 

the Bank's work. However, even with improvements, the models must be 

treated as approximations to reality suitable· tor particular contexts and 

particular problems _only. The model builders muat be alert to changing 

situations and be prepared to modify their models as new problems ~d new 

insights emerge. It ~odels become ' substitutea tor hard ·thinking and 

continuous ~igilance to changing economic lite, they can be. misleading. 

Econometrics at. its best is a ·huable servant or economic common sense; when 

it tries to be the master it destroys both (itself and economic common 

sense). Only with a proper appreciation of the roles ot judgment as well 

as quantitative techniques, can the economic research best serve the 

management in making decisions which will contribute toward meeting the 

greatest challenge racing humanity todaya eradication or the poverty, 

disease and malnutrition prevailing in the large parts of the world. 
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